TV Talk Show Panel Discussion

You and your group members are forming a panel to discuss the events on a TV talk show (think Oprah, The View, and others).

Here are the facts:

- You are in charge of a TV talk show and you want have a group discuss a current event that has happened
- Different group members will have to decide which side take during the panel discussion
  - The panel members could each be a character from the chapters that you just finished reading

Here is what you need to do:

- Decide what topic (or event) in the chapters you just read will be the focus of your panel discussion
- Decide which sides the different group members will take
- Stick to the facts
- It is okay to show feelings and get a bit emotional
- Different panel members do not have to agree
  - Respectful disagreements are okay
- Conduct your panel discussion in front of the whole class in an organized manner